**The Coastal Footpath**

From Bidart to Donostia- San Sebastian in Spain, this easy walk covers 54 km. It is to be completed in stages, and is a lovely way to explore the Basque coast, coastal villages, mountains and panoramic views of the immense Atlantic ocean.

**KAKUETTA HOLZARTE and IRATY**

Nature lovers will be delighted! The 100m peak is an easily identifiable landmark wherever you may be. The hike alternates between forests, pasturage and scrub slopes. Even with small children you can enjoy scree slopes. Even with forests, pastureland and forests, you can enjoy scree slopes.

**Bayonne**

Bayonne is a real hub of Basque culture. It has everything: architecture, including the traditional timber-framed houses, gastronomy with ham and chocolate, sport with rugby and pelota, traditional dances, festivals, including the famous Fêtes de Bayonne. Three museums presenting fine Arts, Basque and Natural History, and more than 80 Street Art paintings.

**Our PLUS BEAUX VILLAGE DE FRANCE**

In the Basque Country, 4 colourful villages proudly hold this title: Ainhoa, Sare, La Bastide-Clarence and Saint Jean-Pied-de-Port. All of them have a strong identity on account of their rich history and geographical location. Their common point is certainly reserved for you by their inhabitants.

**RHUNE**

Towering over the landscape, this iconic 905m peak is an easily identifiable landmark wherever you may be. The hike alternates between forests, pasturage and scrub slopes. Even with small children you can enjoy the fabulous scenery at the summit, by taking the charming little rack-railway.

**BAYONNE**

Bayonne is a real hub of Basque culture. It has everything: architecture, including the traditional timber-framed houses, gastronomy with ham and chocolate, sport with rugby and pelota, traditional dances, festivals, including the famous Fêtes de Bayonne. Three museums presenting fine Arts, Basque and Natural History, and more than 80 Street Art paintings.

**HENDAYE and the DOMAINE D’ABBADIA**

This town’s location between the sea, the mountains and the Spanish border allows you to combine several different activities in one day: the beach, a walk and an evening of tapas.

**Not to be MISSED!**

Surf Avenue

Anglet is known as “Little California" for its 11 beaches and surf spots over 4.5km of fine sand. Inspired by the famous “Walk of fame" of Hollywood, the “Anglet surf Avenue" carries imprints and signatures of world surfing champion personalities.

Swan JEAN-DE-LUZ

A charming fishing harbour, a sandy beach sheltered from the waves, a pedestrian town center with lovely boutiques, the promenade from the Grande Plage to the Coastal Trail and architectural heritage tours. All of this awaits you in this renowned seaside town where the famous king Louis XIV was married in 1665.

Swan ESPELETTE and CAMBO-LES-BAINS

In Espelette the star product is the red pepper. Dried on the white facades of the basque houses, you can also taste it in a wide variety of forms, from seeds to powder! A few km away, Cambo-les-Bains is famous for its art deco-style thermal baths and for its “Villa Arnaga", a mansion in the style of a Basque Labourdine farm, designed by poet Edmond Rostand.

**The ALDUDES VALLEY**

From Saint Etienne de Baigorry to Urepel, welcome in the beautiful green Aldudes Valley! The fascinating Quinto Real area, famous for its Kintoa pork and trout, and of course Iraty olives, the gate of the valley.